
Introduce self…	
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Diversity important to teachers  impacts classroom strategies. 	

As for the importance of accommodating diversity and creating an inclusive 
environment…	

Innovative/robust solutions… and/or profound disagreements/instability.	

Classroom: individual impact, but can also foster or inhibit a collaborative 
and welcoming environment.	

Transfers to tomorrow’s workforce.	

Big picture  specific goals	
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Two types of barriers to learning… 	

By marginalized groups I mean…	

Foundation in theory and practice  discussion	

Because mere mention of words such as “diversity” and “race” can provoke 
defensiveness and anxiety…	
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Session structure comes from something I’ve even heard many – including 
faculty members here – say…	
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Tough but true: own biases can negatively impact student learning.	
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There is an online test… 	

Is it bias or just awareness of a discriminatory cultural association “in the air”? 
Well, we can make inferences from…	


Supplementary note from Project Implicit: “If you implicitly associate GOOD 
with Asian faces more than Hispanic faces, then you should be able to 
categorize Asian faces with GOOD faster than Hispanic faces with GOOD. So, 
the difference in time is a measure of how these groups are associated in our 
memory, regardless of whether we consciously agree with the association. “	
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… real-life examples showing the impact of  implicit (and possibly also 
explicit) bias. 	

25% of the orchestra increase explained by audition format	

15 vs. 10 resumes	

~1  stdev increase in stereotyping predicted ~0.7 stdev advantage for male over 
female students on science exam. 	

So we might like to mitigate these effects…	


Supplementary note: There is also some research directly correlating implicit 
bias test scores with individual discriminatory behaviors (self-reports of racial 
harassment and responses to hypothetical situations, Rudman and Ashmore).	
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Good news: we can. May get hung up on test “scores”: remember correlation 
b/w implicit bias and discrimination is a statistical association and not a 
personal accusation. Association/preference due to simple familiarity plays 
role. Moreover, bias is not fixed…     	

My example  right after reading positive article…	

This may all seem pretty abstract so far. How does it relate to the classroom? 	


Supplementary note from Project Implicit site: “One solution is to seek 
experiences that could undo or reverse the patterns of experience that could 
have created the unwanted preference. This could mean reading and seeing 
material that opposes the implicit preference. It could mean interacting with 
people that provide experiences that can counter your preference. A more 
practical alternative may be to remain alert to the existence of the undesired 
preference, recognizing that it may intrude in unwanted fashion into your 
judgments and actions. Additionally, you may decide to embark on consciously 
planned actions that can compensate for known unconscious preferences and 
beliefs. This may involve acts in ways that you may not naturally act – for 
example, smiling at people who are elderly if you know you have a implicit 
preference for the young. Identifying effective mechanisms for managing and 
changing unwanted automatic preferences is an active research question in 
psychological science. The good news is that automatic preferences, automatic 
as they are, are also malleable.”	
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You may have heard the term “model minority”… pits groups (with different 
histories) against each other and also affects those w/“model” status: 
unreasonable expectations.	
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With all that said… even if your actions could always be the same, your 
students will experience them differently.	
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The most concise and incisive depiction…   in a word, think of it as “choking”	
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ST in more academic terms and in greater detail…	

Pressure/anxiety  blood flow from centers of intellect to fight-or-flight 
amygdala…	

For strong students, NOT just generalized self-doubt or stereotype 
internalization trigger, BUT fear of judgment and subsequent unfair 
treatment according to stereotype, (e.g., F/M did poorly on an exam – inherent 
limitation versus bad day). 	
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One of the first examples of ST research was done over 15 years ago… 	

Chose particularly difficult problems to bring about the threat, students 
working at edge of their abilities. 	

Normalized by incoming SAT scores.	

Lab exercise “to see how certain problems are generally solved” vs test of 
intelligence	
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Short-term “just” dings performance. But long-term…	

Key is faltering at the edge of one’s ability, which is how we learn. 	

Long-term demotivation, “disidentification” (C. Steele) from that domain 
as source of self-esteem. 	

But initially it’s about trying “too hard” versus not hard enough.	

So how do we reduce ST effects?	
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Since then, many other examples… including white men primed to feel inferior 
in math (compared to Asian students). So it turns out day-to-day stigma not 
required for threat activation circumstance matters, not just an 
internalized inferiority complex. Interestingly, middle-identified improved 
under the stimulation of this competitive feeling, while highly-identified men 
choked. Fine line b/w motivation to do your best and distraction from doing 
so... 	

Similarly, some of you may feel anxious about TA role. Do: collaboration + 
get explicit feedback.	
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Just to internalize the idea, let’s all think about…	

My example: as F, prepared for gotcha moments re: subtle details that I am 
purposefully oversimplifying in class (CI).	

So… didn’t have to actually be unfairly judged by anyone to experience 
anxiety.  And ST occurs whether the test/instructor is biased or not. So 
donʼt take personally  be supportive. 	

Now that we all understand ST, I want to talk about how to mitigate it…	
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Key way is something Steele calls “wise” criticism… (relevant research is in 
my reference list, but also intuitive)	

What are other types of criticism and why are they problematic? (1) No 
feedback at all: can assume the worst. (2) Mistrust, “attributional 
ambiguity” (Jennifer Crocker and Brenda Major) – e.g., due to racial bias or 
high standards? Also may focus on perfecting details and missing the big 
picture. (3) Similarly, missed opportunity to improve. Overall, students want 
to be challenged but also to be supported in showing themselves capable of 
meeting those challenges.	
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Example from my class. What do you think, and what might be not-so-wise 
responses?	

Summary: wise criticism is not just personal, but targeted and actionable. 	
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Reinforce: must mention your belief that they *personally* can improve 
with more effort, not vague (whether praise or criticism). Only if you mean 
it! If not, consider why not. Where have they demonstrated competence so far?	
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Can also model certain behaviors explicitly…	

My anecdote example: 5.12 my first semester here…	

Finally… Modeling intra-group demonstrates achievement in MIT/BE 
environment possible; cross-group shows that struggles are common 
rather than a feature of one’s social identity and presumed abilities.	
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Link b/w professional development and process-focus	
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Different stages of learning. Variation as early as perception stage…. Then 
need to conceive/integrate knowledge…	

*Top-down/bottom-up*	

Some cultures more encouragement to be verbal. (Internationally, even 
different parts of country, etc.)	

Non-native speakers especially helped by multimodal (pics) and reference 
(written) support.	
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Small groups  whole class gives extra time both to those who just aren’t 
as intellectually nimble and to those who hesitate due to taxed cognitive 
resources/anxiety. Eventually participation becomes second nature. 	
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I leave you with a quote… describes many Type A, high-achieving students. 	

Best practices can impact EVERYONE. Both individual and group effects  
dynamic, welcoming learning environment.	
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Strongly recommend the Treisman seminar as a complementary view to 
Steele’s with some overlap	
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